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 A webinar, “Waste & Wealth are Synonyms” was organized by the Department of Civil 

Engineering, on 19.4.2021. A brief report of the same is given below. 

WELCOME ADDRESS: 

 Welcome address was given by Mr.Pon Rathnavel, AP/CIVIL, ACET. 

INTRODUCTION OF CHIEF GUEST 

 Mr. Pon Rathinavel AP/Civil introduced the chief guest Ms Pavithra Hariharan.      She 

has completed her Bachelor of commerce degree and currently working as a senior associate 

with Ernst and Young (EY) Bangalore and was previously working as a finance associate with 

Ford motor company Coimbatore. 

CHIEF GUEST PRESENTATION: 

 Ms Pavithra Hariharan started her presentation by giving a brief introduction about the 

organization "Nothing is waste" and moved forward to topics like ‘Why we see nothing in waste’, 

‘Introduction to  Waste management (exclusively on Plastic)’, ‘Human Impact on Environment 

and Health’, ‘What happens to the uncollected plastic from the public’, ‘How dumping of the 

solid waste impact on environment’ ‘How waste segregation should be done’, ‘How the plastics 

wastes are recycled and used in our day to day commodities’ and finally ended up with the Q&A 

session. All the above topics were explained elaborately to the students.  

 The explanation given by the speaker on some of the topics is given below: 

How we use plastic waste as a useful material? 

 The speaker elaborated that everything from plastic screws, hangers, big plastic parts 

that are used in decoration, electric wiring, flooring, wall covering and waterproofing become 

part of plastic waste. She said, plastic wastes can be used for road constructions that have 

shown new hope in road construction. The mixture used for plastic roads consist of plastic carry 

bags, disposable cups and PET bottles. By using plastic waste as modifier, we can reduce the 

quantity of cement and sand by their weight, hence decreasing the overall cost of construction.  

Plastic will increase the melting point of the bitumen. Rain water will not seep through because 

of the plastic in the tar. So, this technology will result in lesser road repairs. 

How dumping of the solid waste impact on environment? 

 She said, one of the major environmental problems that developing countries are facing 

is improper solid waste disposal and management strategies. We generate wastes at school, 

home, market, and other public places. Wastes are also from industries, farms, hospitals, 

pharmaceuticals, and other sources. While some of the garbage are biodegradable, others are 

not biodegradable and they include metals, aluminum cans, plastics, broken computers, and car 



parts. As they do not decay easily, they pile up in landfills and refuse dumps and these bring 

great harm to the water, land, and people around it. The problems of waste disposal are 

becoming complex as population and industrial production increase. 

 The session was an eye opener and very informative to the students.                                 

The knowledge gained by the students will be useful in understanding some concepts of the 

courses Waste Water Engineering, Participatory Water Resource Management. 

VOTE OF THANKS: 

Vote of thanks was proposed by Mr.Pon Rathnavel, AP/CIVIL. He thanked the Chief 

guest for her wonderful presentation. He thanked HoD for arranging this webinar. He also 

thanked all the participants. 

 

 

 

Totally 46 Students (14 students from 4th semester, 8 from 6th semester and 24 from     

8th semester) and 5 faculty members from Akshaya College of Engineering participated in the 

webinar. Also, 7 faculty members from other Engineering institution took part in the webinar. 

 
       -Sd-                                                -Sd-                                                      -Sd- 

        Co ordinator                  HoD     Principal 
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